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Minnesota exports up 6 

percent in fourth quarter 
C;<23/,/<2P;8,.3,Q0.*I,;8),RS<2D)*3,

Union and North American markets

SAINT PAUL – Minnesota companies 

exported $5.3 billion worth of agricultural, 

mining and manufactured products in 

the fourth quarter of 2017, a 6 percent 

increase from the same period a year 

earlier, according to figures released 

today by the Minnesota Department of 

Employment and Economic Development 

(DEED).

Annually, between 2016 and 2017, 

Minnesota exports increased almost 

8 percent to $20.6 billion, while U.S. 

exports grew almost 7 percent.

“Steady expor t  ac t iv i ty,  fueled 

by Minnesota businesses both large 

and small ,  continues to contribute 

to Minnesota’s  s trong and diverse 

economy,” said DEED Commissioner 

Shawntera Hardy.  “Growth in Asia, the 

European Union and North American 

markets led the increases in the final 

quarter of 2017.”

State exports to Asia grew 9 percent 

to $1.9 billion in the fourth quarter, 

while exports to Europe were up 10 

percent, reaching $1.2 billion.  Exports 

to North American markets were up 5 

percent to $1.7 billion. 

Exports to Central and South America 

were flat at $247 million.  Sales declined 

to the Australia-Pacific region ($135 

million, down 7 percent), the Middle 

East ($98 million, down 19 percent) and 

Africa ($47 million, down 19 percent).

continued on page 5
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Publisher’s Pronouncements

Now that spring has arrived and we’ve 

survived another typical Minnesota 

winter, we can focus on getting ready 

for summer.

Although we normally do not report 

on what we feel mainstream media 

adequately covers, we did include an 

update on page 5 about the Harvard 

admissions lawsuit that alleges Harvard 

discriminates against Asian Americans 

in its admissions process.  On the local 

level, the Minnesota Department of 

Education has implemented a Data 

Disaggregation Law, which has caused 

much consternation with the parents 

of Chinese American students as to the 

need for such data to be compiled and 

how it will be used.  (Read the Data 

Disaggregation Report at www.leg.state.

mn.us/docs/2018/mandated/180150.pdf 

and why United Education for All objects 

to it at www.unitededucationforall.org/.)  

Where do you stand on this issue?  We 

invite your comments on this topic and 

will consider a more thorough follow up 

on this matter based on your feedback.  

Please send your comments directly to me 

at ghugh@chinainsight.info. 

As many of you know, the Chinese 

Her i tage  Foundat ion  Fr iends  has 

discontinued its annual Passage to China 

event at Mall of America, but the Chinese 

community can continue to celebrate and 

share its heritage at Festival of Nations from 

April 12-28.  Also, the Chinese American 

Association of Minnesota is seeking 

volunteers to be involved in this event.  See 

page 14 for details. 

This year the 37th Minneapolis-St. Paul 

International Film Festival will be featuring 

!"#$%&'!(%)*+!%,-.#"/%%0+1%!"$%2.(-%3+%

check their upcoming schedule (see page 13 

for more information).

If you have a bad case of “cabin fever” 

and can’t escape the Twin Cities area, you 

should schedule a visit to the Minneapolis 

Institute of Art to see the “Power of Beauty 

in China’s Last Dynasty” exhibit, which 

continues through May 27, 2018.  We know 

of many individuals who have seen it more 

than once.  Visit  https://new.artsmia.org/

power-and-beauty/ for details.

4567%.(%"'(+%8'+9"'%:.##;(+3"<(%0;"*%+)%

China and has a number of events scheduled 

for April along with a June gala.  For details 

see page 14 or visit www.globalminnesota.org.

0+1%"'(+%!.=-3%9;%.#3;*;(3;>%.#%"%)+''+2?

up article on the book “Parallel Universes: 

Essays and Conversations” by Chang Wang, 

China Insight contributor, on page 11.

Thank you for your continued support 

of China Insight.  We strive to encourage 

mutual understanding between the U.S. and 

China., especially during these contentious 

times.  We also welcome recommendations 

as to topics you would like to be included 

and invite you to submit articles for our 

consideration.  

Finally, we still need to work on getting 

a Congressional Gold Medal for World War 

II Chinese American Veterans approved by 

Congress, so please visit www.chinainsight.

org to learn how you can get involved to 

make that happen.

Happy Easter. (for our Christian readers), 

Happy April Fools’ Day for everyone and 

enjoy the April showers that’ll bring us 

:"$%@+2;*(A

Sincerely,

Gregory J. Hugh

Publisher-CEO
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Employment Sector        education        government        private industry

                                          other (please specify)
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China Insight 750 Mainstreet, #230, Hopkins, MN 55343

Greetings:
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A  S h a n g h a i 

woman’s 2-year-

old got his hands 

o n h e r  i P h o n e 

a n d  e n t e r e d  a n 

incorrect passcode 

for no-one-knows 

how many times.  

As a result, she’s been locked out for 

BC%$;"*(A%%DEE"*;#3'$F%3-;%).*(3%3.!;%"#%

incorrect passcode is entered, iPhone 

locks up for a minute.  Two tries?  Five 

minutes.  Third try, 30 minutes.  After 

that, a technician 

said the lock-out 

t i m e  i s  r a n d o m 

and can go up to 

75%$;"*(A

Can’t wait that 

l o n g ?   R e b o o t 

y o u r  p h o n e  a n d 

risk losing some files as not all files 

can be transferred.  Not sure what this 

Shanghai lady will do, but I bet she 

isn’t the first person to be in such a 

>.';!!"/%%G-"3%2+1'>%$+1%>+HI

A 68-year-old from Hunan 

Province started developing 

fatty lumps from his neck to his 

upper torso.  Doctors diagnosed 

his  condit ion as  symmetr ic 

lipomatosis, which affects mid-

dle-aged heavy drinkers.  He 

started drinking at 13 and by 40, 

had increased his consumption 

3+%"%'.3*;%"%>"$/I

news

Angry passenger

A 65-year-old hothead slapped, 
pushed, elbowed and kicked the 
windscreen of the bus he was on 
when the driver did not let him off 
after the bus had left his desired 
stop in Hong Kong.  He started 
arguing with the bus driver before 
turning on the windscreen.  He 
finally headbutted the windscreen, 
putting a hole in it.  Police arrived 
and he was taken to the hospital 
with cuts from his actions.

Unlucky pedestrian
An elder ly  woman walking 

along a particularly narrow turn 
in Kowloon was pinned between a 
metal handrail and a truck carrying 
water tanks and other materials to a 
construction site.  Firefighters had 
to remove the handrail to free the 
woman, who was taken to hospital.

Oversized “luggage”
Hong Kong’s subway system 

allows each passenger one piece of 
luggage not exceeding 67” in total 
dimensions and with any one side 
not exceeding 51”.  A man traveling 
with a trash bin (typically 48-51” 
in height) was “advised” by sub-
way staff to leave the carriage in 
mid-March.  He complied, but the 
incident started a debate about why 
mainlander Chinese parallel traders 
were allowed oversized luggage in 
the past while students with large 
musical instruments are turned away.  
Sounds like a good cause for tuba and 
J;''+%E'"$;*(%3+%3"K;%1EA%

New life
A Chengdu man diagnosed with 

HIV in 2008 during his pre-marital 
medicals had been awaiting the Grim 
L;"E;*<(% "**.M"'% (.#J;/% %N.(%&"#JO;%
walked, his family ex-communicated 
him, and he became a recluse for 
seven years, living on a government 
allowance.  

To qualify for the allowance, a 
white blood cell count was required 
each year.  The December 2015 test 
showed he was HIV-free. Subsequent 
tests confirmed the good news.  
N;"'3-% +PJ."'(% =1;((;>% 3-;% .#.3."'%
test was in error.  He now plans to 
sue.  Why was the misdiagnosis not 
detected in earlier tests?  The man 
said each year, the doctors claim 
they could not draw blood from him 
because of his past heroin use.  

Fraudulent zoo
Visitors to a Guangxi zoo saw 

scrawny chickens, a lone tortoise in 
a glass case, some roosters, geese and 
31*3';(/% % Q-;*;%2;*;% "'(+% .#@"3"9';%
penguins scattered in pools drained 
of water.  A far cry from the exotic 
wildlife and “penguin invasion” tout-
ed in the zoo’s advertisement.  
DEE"*;#3'$F% 3-.(% .(% #+3% 3-;% &*(3%

3.!;% .#@"3"9';% E;#=1.#(% -">% 9;;#%
used.  A zoo in a Jiangsu city also 
used inflatable penguins to draw 
visitors to its “polar exhibition” last 

September. I

McRefugees increase in HK
What / who are McRefugees, you ask?  

These are the homeless in Hong Kong who are 
spending their nights in McDonald’s.  

0;(F% 3-;%='.3R$%&#"#J."'%J;#3;*%+)%D(."%
with a widening wealth gap and 200 percent 
rise in property prices in the past decade 
has seen a rise in homelessness.  High rents 
for dismal housing options is the top reason 
cited for these people choosing the bench at 
a McDonald’s to call “home.”  

According to a head-count study conduct-
ed by the Society for Community Organiza-
tion during December 2017 and January 2018, 
they found the number of homeless spending 
their nights at McDonald’s had increased by 
almost 50 percent since 2015.  Besides Mc-
S+#"'><(F%E19'.J%E"*K(%"#>%(E+*3(%&;'>(%"*;%
also home to many of the homeless.

McDonald’s does  not approve of the 

sleep-ins, but turn a blind eye.

73  McDonald’s in four main districts (Hong 

Kong Island, Kowloon, Kwai Tsing and Tsuen 

Wan) were visited during the two-month study.  

120 McDonald’s operate 24/7 in Hong Kong.

384  McRefugees were found sleeping in the 

73 24-hour branches of the study.

225 of the 384 homeless in the study were 

found in McDonald’s in Kowloon, while 91 

were on Hong Kong Island.

20  people sleep in a McDonald’s  during any 

summer night, according to a McRefugee.  

Reuters visited four 24-hour McDonald’s 

on their own and found an average of six 

McRefugees each.

66.7  percent gave “high rents” as the main 

reason for their homelessness.

44.7  percent cited unemployment for caus-

ing their homelessness.

28.4  percent had spent an average of three 

months sleeping at McDonald’s.  Almost 10 

percent had slept at the fast food chain for up 

to two years and 2.6 percent mentioned they 

-">%>+#;%.3%)+*%1E%3+%65%$;"*(A
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Hong Kong can cost up to thousands of HKD 

per month – (See” lofty rent” item on p.3 and 

“Expensive rental” in last month’s p.3, www.

chinainsight.info).  

250  USD will get you a bed in a windowless 

“apartment” with shared grimy toilet and 

kitchen facilities for a month.

1,500  USD will get you a 250 square feet 

apartment (with windows and bathroom) in 

Mong Kok on Kowloon side.

1800  is the estimated number of homeless 

people in Hong Kong.  At the end of 2017, 

there were 1,705 registered street sleepers, 

almost twice as many as the 908 recorded 

in 2016. These street sleepers do not include 

McRefugees.%I

China Briefs
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By the numbers

In March, we showed a 40-square-

f o o t  s p a c e  r e n t i n g  f o r  c l o s e  t o 

US$400/mo.  This  month’s  unit  is 

bigger,  at  160 square feet .   I t  has 

a sliding glass door separating the 

kitchen counter and the toilet, AND, 

it also boasts a loft bed that is direct-

ly above the kitchen.  Beats sleeping 

inches away from the toilet featured 

in last month’s column.  The rent for 

3-.(%1#.3H%%U#'$%0VWCB6X!+/%Y;J"1(;%

i t ’s  located in the New Terri tories 

(north of Kowloon peninsula).  How-

ever,  judging by the photos,  there 

does not appear to be much storage 

space – steps leading up to the mat-

tress are cubbyholes for storage.  But 

it does have a wall of windows letting 

in sunlight from one end.

However, storage was not the ne-

tizens’ top concern.  Where and how 

to have sex and whether the “bed” 

2+1'>%(!;''%+)%#++>';(%2;*;A%I

Is China turning one of its artificial 

islands in the South China Sea into a 

communications hub for its forces in 

the area?  According to a Washing-

ton-based think tank, the northeastern 

corner of Fiery Cross Reef is equipped 

with advanced communication and in-

telligence-gathering facilities.  

China’s reclamation projects in the 

waters where the U.S. 7th Fleet used 

to dominate present a game changer to 

the balance of power since one-third 

of the world’s trade passes through the 

V+13-%,-.#"%V;"/I

“88,” move 
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known that Chi-

nese go out of 

t h e i r  w a y  t o 

buy”lucky” car 

l i cense  p la tes 

with the  num-

b e r s  “ 8 , ”  “ 6 ” 

and “9.”  This 

p a s t  L u n a r 

[;2%0;"*F%N+#=%\+#=<(%Q*"#(E+*3"-

tion Department had 45 such plates 

up for auction, but the surprise was 

a plate that did not have the number 

“8” but the letters “VV.”  It fetched 

]VW6/6^%!.''.+#A%%DEE"*;#3'$F%_`%)+*%

victory” counts for something.  

And what was the highest-priced 

plate?  28.  It went for US$2.31 mil-

lion, followed by “18,” which fetched 

]VW4/66%!.''.+#/%I

Lofty rents

Disputed waters

Pricey plates

Pesky phone

Lumpy 
skin
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Before remodeling, consider these basic 
feng shui principles
By Elaine Dunn

While in a desperate attempt to 

_J';"#%-+1(;a%9;)+*;%,-.#;(;%[;2%0;"*F%

an old book purchased decades ago 

revealed itself.  It was as if it the gods 

were telling me that perhaps the house 

needs more than a mere “cleaning.”  

However, since remodeling is not in my 

stars at the moment, I figured leafing 

through an encyclopedia of feng shui 

2+1'>#<3%-1*3A

N o p e ,  m y  h o u s e  w i l l  n o t  b e 

transformed into “house beautiful” any 

time soon, but following are some tips 

that might help in planning for it.  

For the uninitiated, feng shui is the 

age-old Chinese system for arranging 

one’s surroundings to achieve harmony 

and balance.  “Feng” is “wind,” and 

“shui” is “water.”  The practice of feng 

shui is based on three principles: chi 

(life force of all animate objects), Tao 

(the way to order our lives to live in 

harmony with nature) and the yin and 

yang (the positive and negative forces 

that are in constant motion to gain 

dominance).

A basic  tool  used by feng shui 

practitioners is the bagua, the octagon 

chart that maps out the areas of the 

house to determine optimal placement 

of furniture and the use of colors.  

Incorrect placement will have a negative 

impact on the nine areas of the residents’ 

lives: power and wealth, reputation, 

relationships, creativity, compassion, 

career, knowledge, family and balance.

To complicate matters,there is more 

than one bagua.  A novice asked the 

following question on a  feng shui 

forum: I am totally confused about the 

bagua.  If I apply the Western bagua, 

my career is at the main door.  If I 

apply the classical Chinese bagua, 

my career is in the bathroom!  Which 

bagua works better?  

The Western bagua does not take into 

consideration the compass direction of 

the front door whereas the Chinese bagua 

is always defined by the direction the 

front door faces.  Neither one is superior 

to the other, though the accepted view 

is the Western bagua is a simplified 

version.  Most feng shu consultants do 

not use the classical version as it takes 

intensive study to understand it, so it is 

assumed most “practitioners” go by the 

Western version.

Ready to start?  With the help of a 

few basic “tools,” you can get to work 

unblocking energy and bring harmony 

into your home.  

• Color adds emotional, physiological 

and cultural content.  We associate 

c e r t a i n  t h i n g s  a n d  e v e n t s  w i t h 

certain colors.  In feng shui, color 

is primarily used to represent and 

ba l ance  t he  f i ve  e l emen t s  ( f i r e , 

earth, metal, water, wood). 

• Sound connects us to our environment.  

Music is a powerful way to uplift the 

chi in any environment, and can de-

escalate stress in the home. 

• Lighting  can bring more chi into 

your environment, especially by using 

light bulbs that simulate natural light.  

Fireplaces are also an excellent source 

of light. 

• Art  can enhance the  chi ,  be  i t  a 

painting, sculpture, or textile.  The 

selection and placement of art, which 

should always reflect positive images 

and feelings, depend on the area of the 

bagua you are using.   

• Live plants and flowers connect us 

with the natural world.  They should 

be chosen for their shape and color to 

correspond to a particular element and 

area of the bagua.  Silk plants can be 

used where light is too limited to grow 

live, healthy plants. 

• Water features such as fountains and 

aquariums stimulate the movement of 

chi around your home. 

• Wind-sensitive objects such as wind 

chimes, mobiles, whirligigs, banners, 

flags, and weather vanes attract the chi 

into your home. 

• Mirrors and crystals are used to combat 

(3*1J31*"'%@"2(%+*%2-;*;%3-;*;%.(%#+%(E"J;%

to accommodate any other “cure.”

Of course, there are elements that 

we cannot  change in  our  exis t ing 

houses, but even with less-than-perfect 

structural details, we can still try to 

maximize the potential of our interior 

spaces.  Typical problem areas include:

• Pillars and columns often disrupt the 

flow of chi, especially if the pillars and 

columns have four knife-like edges.  

Use plants  to soften these edges, 

wherever possible.

• Dark corners accumulate stagnant chi, 

so put something like a lava lamp or 

water feature there to circulate the chi.  

Uplights or round tables with a table 

lamp also would work for dark corners.

• Slanting walls in attic spaces “depress 

personal chi,” not to mention giving off 

an imbalanced visual.  Solution?  Use 

mirrors and lights to create the illusion 

of “lifting” the slope.  Or … better 

yet, wall off the sloped ceiling areas 

to create storage and hide the clutter.

• E x p o s e d  b e a m s  m a y  b e  a l l  t h e 

rave, but they suppress the chi  and 

upset the flow of chi of those living 

underneath.  Beams that run above 

a bed is believed to cause  marital 

split-ups.  Those that are situated 

above the stove and dining rooms are 

thought to “hamper the fortunes” of 

the residents.  To deflect the negative 

impact, paint beams the same colour 

as the ceiling or hang small, light-

coloured items such as bamboo flute 

with red ribbons (the old traditional 

way) on them.  

• Doors, which represent freedom and 

access to the outside world, can also 

be barriers to the same.  Ideally, doors 

should not open to restricted views of 

rooms.  Position mirrors to correct this.

Doors located opposite each other 

also are not ideal, 

especia l ly  i f  the 

f r o n t  a n d  b a c k 

door are a straight 

l ine  th rough the 

house (implies chi 

or wealth will flow 

right through the 

house).  To reduce 

t h e  n e g a t i v i t y , 

p l a c e  a  t a b l e 

o r  o t h e r  o b j e c t 

between the doors 

to slow down the 

f low. (see image 

to the right)

• Windows that 

only open halfway 

(as in double-hung) 

restrict the amount 

of chi that can enter.  

Solution?  Change 

$+1*%2.#>+2(A%%

Alright, this last 

“solution” is not 

very helpful.  So, 

following are some 

tips conducive to attracting wealth:

• K e e p  t h e  f r o n t  e n t r y  c l e a n  a n d 

uncluttered to encourage the entry and 

flow of good chi.  Put out a welcome 

mat that is bright and fresh.

• Keep the “money corner(s)” clean.  Money 

corners are usually the southeastern 

corner or the back-left corner of the 

room facing the entrance.  Remove 

unnecessary clutter in those areas.

• Display symbols of wealth, especially 

in the money corner(s).  Place piggy 

banks, jewelry box, jars of coins, 

pictures of your dream car, etc. in the 

money corners.

• Add water elements to your house since 

water is the symbol of abundance.  Be 

it an elaborate fountain, aquarium or a 

simple goldfish in a glass bowl, in the 

money corner and it will attract wealth 

3+% $+1*% -+!;% b+*% (+% 3-;% 9++K% ("$(Ac/%%

But do NOT place a water element in 

your bedroom as this has a negative 

impact on your finances.  By the way, 

the golden yellow arowana fish is the 

epitome for bringing good fortune and 

generating new sources of income.  

• Plants with round leaves in the money 

corners also attract wealth.  Bamboo, 

because it is a strong plant, represents 

strong growth.  Pick a bamboo plant 

w i t h  e i g h t  s t a l k s  f o r  m a x i m u m 

abundance.

• B l o o m i n g  f l o w e r s  r e p r e s e n t  a 

flourishing fortune, so buy yourself a 

bunch of cut flowers to add beauty and 

wealth to your home.

• Mirrors, besides being the cure-all for 

most feng shui issues, are also “wealth 

magnets.”  A square or rectangular 

mirror in a (preferably gold) frame 

placed in the dining room so it reflects 

the dining table is a good move to 

double the abundance and happiness.  

Convex mirrors placed outside the 

house also are used to deflect negative 

influences from the house; but they 

should be placed such that they do not 

reflect people.

• Have a well-maintained kitchen since 

it is the center for nourishment.  Make 

it bright and add mirrors to make it 

appear bigger.  Use all the burners on 

your stove and keep them clean.  And 

be sure to keep your supplies containers 

(pasta, candy, lentils, etc.) more than 

half full at all times to provide the look 

of abundance.

W h e t h e r  y o u  b u y  i n t o  t h e 

pract ice of  feng shui  or  not ,  a  well-

organized and comfortable  home is 

what we all  desire.   Now that you’re 

armed with the s implis t ic  feng shui 

“ ru les ,”  go  for th ,  move  furn i tu re 
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Table between two opposite doors to slow 

chi flow.
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Harvard admissions lawsuit could get 
summer trial
By Xu He, China Daily, March 21, 2018 

China’s top universities open elite math classes 
for high school students
By Xinhu, March 22, 2018 

A lawsuit that claims 

Harvard caps the number 

o f  A s i a n - A m e r i c a n s  i t 

admits could go to tr ial 

in Boston as early as this 

summer, CNN reported.

T h e  l a w s u i t ,  f i l e d 

by  the  advocacy  g roup 

S t u d e n t s  f o r  F a i r 

Admiss ions  in  2014,  i s 

currently in late stages of 

discovery, with discovery 

and depositions scheduled 

f o r  c o m p l e t i o n  M a y 

1 .   The  lawsui t  a l leges 

H a r v a r d  d i s c r i m i n a t e s 

against Asian-Americans 

in its admissions process.

Lawyers for both sides 

submitted a status report 

and  p roposed  s chedu le 

March 9  in  US Dis t r ic t 

Court in Boston, according 

to a new filing in the case.

H a r v a r d  h a s  a s k e d 

a  t r ia l  begin  in  July  or 

August.  SFFA wants a trial 

to begin no earlier than Oct 1, as it 

would need extra time to prepare for a 

trial of the size and scope anticipated.

SFFA has recently finished data 

analysis of about 200,000 Harvard 

undergraduate admissions files from a 

six-year period and have been trying 

to detect patterns that would support 

the group’s claim Asian-Americans are 

held to a higher standard than other 

applicants.  Harvard lawyers noted 

they have offered competing analyses 

of the same set of admissions data.

F r o m  t h e  s t a r t ,  H a r v a r d  h a s 

re jec ted  the  asser t ion  tha t  i t  se t s 

A s i a n - A m e r i c a n  c a p s .  H a r v a r d 

s p o k e s w o m a n  A n n a  C o w e n h o v e n 

e m p h a s i z e d  t h e  c o l l e g e ’s  g o a l 

o f  b r o a d  s t u d e n t  d i v e r s i t y  i n  a 

recent  s ta tement ,  a lso  s a y i n g  t h e 

un ive r s i ty ’s  admiss ions  p rac t i ces 

cons ide r  t he  “who le  pe r son”  - not 

on ly  the  app l i can t s ’ capac i ty  fo r 

academic excel lence,  but  a lso their 

ab i l i ty  to  cont r ibu te  to  and  learn 

f rom people  p rofoundly  d i ffe ren t 
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C h i n a ’s  Ts i n g h u a  a n d  P e k i n g 

universities have both announced they 

will select top students from senior high 

schools for their new elite math classes.

Peking University said on Tuesday 

that it will select 30 senior grade two 

students this year.  Tsinghua University 

said on the same day it would recruit 15 

students from both senior grade two and 

senior grade three students.

The two schools said their selections 

would take into consideration the students’ 

natural talent in math, comprehensive 

learning ability, and psychological tests.

I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  s c h o o l s ’ 

independent  enro l lment  tes t s ,  the 

c a n d i d a t e s  m u s t  s i t  t h e  n a t i o n a l 

college entrance exam and their scores 

should exceed the enrollment level for 

China’s first-class universities.

Sun Zhaojun, deputy Party chief of 

the Mathematic Science Institute of 

Peking University, said most world-

r enown  ma thema t i c i ans  ach ieved 

their major achievements at the ages 

between 18 and 40.  Those who received 

the Fields Medal ,  an international 

medal for outstanding discoveries in 

mathematics, were all aged under 40.

Peking University hopes the elite 

ma th  c la s s  can  fos te r  a  g roup  o f 

Chinese  mathemat ic ians  who wi l l 

make  in te rna t iona l  ach ievements .  

T h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  t h e  s u b j e c t 

i s  t he  founda t ion  o f  many  ma th -

related appl icat ions.

“Skilled math students show their 

talent and passion at an early age.  

Ts inghua’s  e l i t e  c lass  wi l l  inv i te 

i n t e r n a t i o n a l  m a t h e m a t i c i a n s  t o 

teach, so as to encourage the young 

students’ ful l  potential ,”  said Zou 

Wenming, dean of the Mathematics 
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Harvard University. [Photo/VCG]

Canada was the largest national 

market, with sales of $1.1 billion (up 

7 percent). 

Other countries in the top 10 were 

China ($676 million, up 12 percent), 

Mexico ($574 million, up 1 percent), 

Japan ($375 million, up 37 percent), 

Germany ($259 million, up 44 percent), 

South Korea ($208 million, down 12 

percent), Belgium ($167 million, up 

1 percent), the United Kingdom ($152 

million, down 11 percent), Singapore 

($140 million, flat) and the Philippines 

($122 million, up 12 percent).

Optics, medical instruments led all 

categories with sales of $979 million, 

up 8 percent from a year ago. 

Other major exports were machinery 

($810 million, up 2 percent), electrical 

m a c h i n e r y  ( $ 7 8 1  m i l l i o n ,  u p  2 2 

percent), plastics ($347 million, up 15 

percent), vehicles ($344 million, down 

15 percent), pharmaceuticals ($155 

million, up 77 percent), food byproducts 

($149 million, down 2 percent), meat 

($100 million, up 3 percent), aircraft, 

spacecraf t  ($97 mi l l ion ,  down 31 

percent) ,  and ores ,  s lag,  ash ($88 

million, up 75 percent).

Telecommunications equipment (up 

61 percent) and integrated circuits (up 

20 percent) contributed the most to 

growth in electrical machinery.  The 

strongest growth markets were China 

($95 million, up 41 percent), Japan ($54 

million, up 86 percent) and Germany 

($56 million, up 61 percent). 

Gains in exports of optic/medical 

products  were led by Japan ($122 

million, up 18 percent), Ireland ($70 

million, up 32 percent) and Canada ($73 

million, up 23 percent).  The strongest 

performing segments  were opt ical 

fibers ($160 million, up 40 percent) and 

artificial body parts ($120 million, up 

33 percent). 

The full 2017 fourth quarter export 

report and recap of the state’s exports 

in 2017 can be seen at DEED website, 

mn.gov/deed/date/export-stats/.

DEED i s  t he  s t a t e ’s  p r inc ipa l 

e c o n o m i c  d e v e l o p m e n t  a g e n c y, 

p r o m o t i n g  b u s i n e s s  r e c r u i t m e n t , 

expansion and retention, workforce 

development, international trade and 

community development. For more 

details about the agency and its services, 

visit mn.gov/deed/ or follow DEED on 

Q2.33;*/%I

business & economy

Employment and economic development
continued from page 1
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10 springtime foods to indulge your palate
By Li Wenrui, China Daily, March 14, 2018 

Spring declares the great rejuvenation of nature from 

its wintry slumber.  As the temperature picks up, animals 
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perfect window to nip the freshest ingredients to add some 

seasonal delights to your dining table.

Since the quick weather transition may leave your 
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high time for you to recover vitality and have a healthy 
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 2. Chinese yam  Steamed, stir-fried or put into gruel, 

Chinese yam is always the key to a healthy meal.

1. Spring bamboo shoots  Bamboo shoots are rich 

in various amino acids, vitamins and inorganic salts.  

Braising them with pork or shrimp brings out the best 

@"M+*%+)%3-.(%(;"(+#"'%>;'.J"J$/

5. Honey  On dry and windy spring days, adding honey 

to your lemon tea creates an ideal detox drink.  Have one 

(E++#%+)%-+#;$%;M;*$%>"$%"#>%#.=-3F%"#>%K;;E%3-;%@1%"2"$/

8. Duck  Instead of mutton or beef, meats like duck, chicken 

"#>%&(-%"*;%(".>%3+%9;%9;33;*%(1.3;>%)+*%(E*.#=3.!;/%%e#f+$%

some homemade duck soup or even better, go to a restaurant 
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3. Strawberries  Fresh strawberries contain tannic acid, 

2-.J-% .(% "#3.?3+h.J% "#>% "*;% (".>% 3+% -"M;% J"#J;*?&=-3.#=%

properties.  In addition, strawberries are said to help protect 

your body from blood diseases.

6. Soybean sprouts  Soybean sprouts are a perfect source 

)+*% .̀3"!.#%Y4%"#>%>.;3"*$%&9;*/

9. Shepherd’s purse  As an edible wild herb widely spread 

across China, shepherd’s purse is the signature of spring.  

DJJ+*>.#=%3+%Q,:F%.3%J"#%&=-3%"=".#(3%(3+!"J-%J"#J;*%"#>%

improve gastrointestinal motility.

4. Leeks  Spring leeks are the most tender and delicious of 

the year.  Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) says that 

eating this fragrant vegetable can strengthen the spleen and 

nourish the stomach.

7. Red dates  Traditional Chinese medicine recommends 

more sweet and less sour foods during spring.  Red date 

E*+M;(% 3+% 9;% M;*$% ;PJ.;#3% .#% #+1*.(-.#=% 3-;% 9'++>% "#>%

avoiding drowsiness.

10. Turnip  Turnip soup with pork rib, carrot and 

Chinese wolfberry helps to increase the appetite and 

nourish the blood.
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In 1957 Mao Zedong ( ) insti-

tuted his Hundred Flowers Campaign (

) designed to relieve tensions 

within the Party.  It  promoted free 

speech and criticism.  To some extent 

he was surprised and taken aback by 

the criticism leveled at the party.  In 

the end, however, it merely identified 

individuals who might be hostile to 

Mao’s next campaign, the Great Leap 

forward ( ).

By 1958, most of the leaders of the 

Chinese Communist Party realized that 

Russia’s Stalinist model of industrial 

development was not suited to China’s 

situation.  There is general agreement 

among scholars of China that Mao 

sought to transform China from an 

agrarian-based economy into a so-

cialist state by rapid industrialization 

and collectivization of agriculture.  To 

support his argument Mao believed 

that an increase of agricultural pro-

duction could finance both a rapid 

industrialization and an increase in the 

foreign trade needed to acquire more 

advanced technology needed for the 

achievement of his plan.  Mao held 

to a romantic zeal and nationalism 

that could replace a citizen’s natural 

personal and economic motivations. 

G-.'; % >1*.#=% :"+<( % 0;#"#% b ) 

experience,  zealotry did achieve a 

successful revolution, nonetheless it 

turned out to be a poor model for his 

plan in terms of  industrialization.

In most cases, a nation would use 

agricultural activities to finance the 

development of the light industries 

that would produce consumer goods.  

The availability of consumer goods in 

turn tended to motivate and gradually 

finance a gradual growth of heavier 

industries.  While most of the Party hi-

erarchy was inclined to use this model 

of development, Mao was not patient 

enough to follow this path.

Instead,  an impat ient  Mao per-

suaded his colleagues that the Party 

could undertake a program of mak-

ing over the countryside through a 

massive organization of labor power.  

Mao theorized that  what happened 

.#% 0;#"#% 9;)+*;F% *;M+'13.+#"*$% R;"'%

and nationalism, could both replace 

material incentives.  Revolutionary 

zeal,  mass reorganization, massive 

application of manpower along with 

the decentralization of the bureaucracy 

should motivate the peasants to endure 

temporary sacrifices.  Embedded in 

this romantic theory was the idea that 

clever organization of the peasants and 

city workers could increase their pro-

ductivity.  This included the unrealistic 

notion that the spirit of the population 

would be more effective in production 

than any basic economic factors.

This approach did have some suc-

cesses in the areas of irrigation chan-

nels, damming up flowing waters, dike 

building, the development of water 

power and the reclamation of land.

Towards  his  ends ,  Mao pushed 

through a plan for rapid collectiviza-

tion of agriculture.  Starting in 1949 

the Party established mutual aid teams 

of five to 15 households.  In 1953, 

these mutual aid teams were collapsed 

into elementary agricultural coopera-

tives of 20 to 40 households.  These 

in turn were reorganized into higher 

cooperatives of as many as 300 house-

holds in 1956.  Under the Great Leap 

Forward in 1958, private ownership 

was abolished and the peasantry now 

lived in state-owned cooperatives re-

ferred to as communes. 

Eventually, resentment from the 

peasants appeared as the Party work 

t e a m s  f o r c e d  l o n g  m e e t i n g s  t h a t 

seemed to never end for the peasant 

farmer until  he had agreed to join 

a commune.  Also arousing peasant 

resentment was the Party’s insistence 

on abolishing religious institutions and 

beliefs.  Efforts by the Party to replace 

these institutions with hour- and day-

long propaganda sessions fell flat.

Adding to the peasant farmers’ mis-

ery was the progressive taxation and 

compulsory purchases of grain that had 

to be used by China to repay her debts 

to the Soviet Union.  While grain pro-

duction in 1958 did slightly improve 

in 1958, the lack of needed surpluses, 

bad weather and other factors saw 

a disaster the produced widespread 

famine and millions of deaths in the 

1959 to 1962 period.

Very visible during the Great Leap 

Forward that ensued was the person-

ality and the ego of Mao.  His great 

strength in the pre-1949 era was his 

rebellion against the established order.  

This strength, however, proved to be 

his great weakness in the era of the 

post 1949 and Great Leap Forward 

eras.  Mass campaigns against estab-

lished groups within China suppressed 

the educated elite and experts within 

the various sectors of the economy.  

For example, lacking any technical 

knowledge in metallurgy, Mao institut-

ed backyard furnaces in the communes 

where individuals would contribute 

surplus metal objects such as pots and 

pans to increase steel production.  The 

idea was to surpass the steel produc-

tion of western countries.  The steel 

produced proved to be 

virtually worthless and 

unusable.

This mistrust of the 

educa ted  technic ian 

l ed  t o  an  economic 

disaster. Since the in-

te l l igen t s ia  had  no t 

yet fully supported the 

communis t  c rusade , 

M a o  f e l t  t h a t  t h e y 

c o u l d  b e  d i s p e n s e d 

with.  Mao even pro-

c l a i m e d  t h a t  b o o k s 

were useless, that ex-

pe r t i s e  was  no t  e s -

sential and that every 

Chinese could solve 

his own problems and 

be all the expert that he needed to be.  

Another error arose from Mao’s ha-

tred of bureaucratic centralism.  This 

dislike motivated the dismantling of 

the Central Statistical Bureau (

) thereby resulting in a nation-

al leadership that was flying blind 

because ambit ious local  managers 

submitted exaggerated reports about 

production and progress.  Using the 

faulty data received in these reports, 

government requisit ions demanded 

more while production was actually 

dropping.  In the countryside, this 

created a first-class man-made famine 

that cost untold millions of lives. 

The decentralization also led each 

province to try to be self-sufficient.  

Down the line, communes were set 

up as an all-purpose, self-sufficient 

administrat ion supposedly capable 

of supervising the productive efforts 

o f  the i r  p roduc t ion  b r igades ,  the 

managing of their local finances and 

investments and all aspects of peasant 

society.

The zealous local party leaders re-

placed central government ministries 

and their trained experts.  Attempting 

to use mass mobilization to achieve 

a Chinese type of economic develop-

ment made it very difficult for central 

government authorities to rein in the 

local activists and institute a return to 

an orderly program of central direction 

that an effective economic manage-

ment would require. 

During this time another source of 

economic support was disappearing.  

A Sino-Soviet split was emerging.  In 

1958 and 1959, First Party Secretary 

of the Soviet Union Nikita Khrushchev 

had become an outspoken critic of 

the Great Leap Forward.  Khrushchev 

looked at Mao’s claim that the Great 

Leap  Forward  wi th  i t s  communes 

would cause China to reach the final 

stage of communism before the Soviet 

Union.  Khrushchev was also irked 

by the Taiwan Straits crisis of 1958 

when Mao planned a bombardment of 

the Chinese Nationalist-held Quemoy 

Island near Xiamen.  Khrushchev had 

feared that this bombardment would 

dismantle his effort to work out a mo-

dus vivendi with President Eisenhow-

er.  In mid-1960, Khrushchev suddenly 

withdrew all Soviet technicians and 

their blueprints from China.

During the Great Leap Forward, 

Mao had some opposition from other 

senior  party members such as  Liu 

Shaoqi ( ) and Deng Xiaoping (

), who felt the need for educated 

and trained technocrats.  In July 1959, 

at a meeting in Lushan, Marshall Peng 

Dehuai ( ) ,  a long-time sup-

porter of Mao and who had supported 

Mao during the Long March, and had 

led Chinese forces in the Korean War, 

tried to warn Mao about the deterio-

ration of peasant life under the Great 

Leap Forward.  For his effort, Peng 

was demoted, never again to regain 

his political power.  

Mao had won a victory over his 

opponents in 1959 but this proved 

to be a Pyrrhic victory in that he had 

opened the door to factionalism within 

the Party.  By 1960, most of the Party 

recognized that Mao had feet of clay 

and that he had created a national 

disaster.  The old custom of blind obe-

dience to a central tyrannical political 

figure coupled with revolutionary zeal 

had unhinged the commonsense of both 

the leaders and the led.  The result was 

Mao now found himself as head of 

only a faction of the Party.  Liu now 

became president head of state and 

for a few years, China appeared to 

be returning to a more normal course 

towards stability.  

This all came to a sudden end in 

1965 with the first salvo of the Mao-in-

spired Cultural Revolution, the topic 
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Pat Welsh In 2009 while teaching English at Sichuan University, Welsh was 

asked to give a speech where he was introduced to the audience as a “pioneer 

of Chinese American relations” as a result of his cooperative work in interna-

tional banking during the Deng Xiaoping era. For more than 65 years, Welsh 

has been learning Chinese and has used this knowledge both professionally and 
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fully retired, he currently resides in Georgia where he used to lecture on China 

to a number of classes at Dunwoody High School.

Workers of a commune
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The Great Leap Forward
By Pat Welsh, contributor
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recognized minority groups within China, 

originally lived in Guangxi Province in 

southern China.  Nowadays, they have 

moved to Guizhou and Hunan provinces as 

well.  They are an agrarian community and 
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the Dong brocade.

Colors of Dong brocade

There are plain brocade and colorful bro-

cade.  Each piece of plain brocade consists 

of only two colors, such as cyan with white, 

cyan with dark blue, or dark blue with white.  

In Dong culture, the white color represents 

honesty, cyan and blue represent simplicity, 

diligence and honesty.  Dong women weave 

the two colors together to symbolize the 

great characteristics of the Dong people.  

Colorful brocade, as its name suggests, 

comprises of beautiful bright colors, such 

as blue, green, rose red, purple, yellow, etc., 

which symbolize happiness, auspiciousness 

and wealth.  Blue is often inlaid into the 

colorful brocade as accent color to achieve 

romantic and poetic moods.

   

Symbolism of motifs used

The values of Dong brocade lie in its 

impressive outer beauty as well as profound 

and rich inner culture.  The motifs used in 

Dong brocade bear various meanings for the 

Dong people, like a vocabulary of color and 

form, rich with allusion to natural surround-

ings, Dong myths and ritual beliefs.  The 

most common motifs are those of tradition-

al, auspicious animals and plants in Dong 

culture: the stars, sun, moon, mountains, riv-

ers, and some intricate geometrical patterns.  

Dong women have made the best use of 
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brocade, passing down beliefs and culture 

from generation to generation.  Generally 

speaking, Dong women use generalized, 

abstract, exaggerated motifs, such as totems, 

geometric patterns.  The geometric patterns 

may be the shapes of rhombus, rectangle, 

square, and round, among others.  Frequent-

ly used animal and plant motifs are spider, 
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are thought to bring blessings of happiness, 

health, prosperous life, or avoidance of 

harmful spirits. 

Motif of spiders

Dong legend has it that the Goddess 

Sa Man, mother of human beings, became 

incarnate as a spider.  Another version of 
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defeated by his counterpart.  The king was 

inspired by the spirits of spiders, never 

giving up weaving webs in the cave until 

the goal had been achieved, working harder 
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in taking revenge.  As descendants of the 
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a symbol of wisdom and ambition.  Dong 

women like adopting the motif of spiders to 

make baby belly wraps and baby bibs in the 

hope that the Goddess Sa Man would protect 

their children, and to grow up healthy and 

happy, with the characteristics of persever-

ance, diligence and ambitious. 
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The ancestors of Dong people once lived 

by the lakes and seas and were fond of eating 
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in the Dong cloth for thousands of years for 

the blessings of prosperous life. 

Motif of birds

Dong people believe that birds in the 

sky are their gods and goddesses.  The most 

common motifs of birds are cranes, eagles, 

wild geese and phoenixes. These winged 

creatures are supposed to bring hope for a 

happy and peaceful life. 

Motif of the horses

Although the Dongs are not able to raise 

horses like their ancestors once did because 

of their migration to the south of mountain-

ous areas in China, they have maintained 

a continuity of traditional worship of the 

horse.  They adopted the horse motif in 

brocade for blessings.  
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Living in the mountainous areas, the 

Dongs are surrounded by numerous plants 
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with passion, inspiration and rich sources 

in creating Dong brocade. The most widely 
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and represent the Dongs’ love for nature 

and pursuit of a happy and prosperous life. 

Motif of herringbone

The herringbone pattern, with the imag-

es of Dong people singing and dancing hand 

in hand, illustrates the scene when the Dongs 
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the blessings of a peaceful and better life. 

Motif of wells 

The motif of wells illustrates Dong 

people’s living environments.  The Dongs 

treasure water and they dig wells in their 

living areas to provide water for daily use 
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The Dongs’ houses are built of wood and 
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Decorative and modern Dong 

brocade products

Modern changes and challenges

In the past, the treasured heritage of 

Dong brocade in China was hidden in the 

depth of remote mountainous Dong areas 

and the Dongs struggled to make a living.  

The brocade was produced only for their 

daily use.  Poverty, poor transportation 

and almost no connection with the outside 

world prevented Dong brocade products 

being used beyond the Dong community.  

Now, the treasure of the Dong handicrafts 

has caught the eyes of the people from the 

outside world.  The products have gained 

much popularity among consumers at home 

and abroad in large Chinese cities such as 

Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Chang-

sha, even in Russia and South Korea.  

The Dong people are beginning to 

realize that the outside world is open to their 

handicrafts, which will help them reduce 

E+M;*3$%"#>%9;J+!;%9;33;*%+d/%%G.3-%)1*3-;*%

communication to the outside world, new 

ideas and materials have been introduced 

to Dong communities and have created an 

outside market for the sale of Dong brocade 

continued on page 9 
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Dong brocade pieces with the motif of octagonal 

U2P)<0VVVV,D82;2,4<25,W.23/,C8.6.

X)<<.3/Y23),52;.4VVVVD82;2,4<25,W.23/,C8.6.

(23/,Y<2O*+),D.)O),P.;8,;8),52;.4,24,P)::0VVVV

D82;20,4<25,W.23/,C8.6.

(23/,Y<2O*+),D.)O)0,P.;8,;8),52;.4,24,Y.<+0,VVVV,

photos from Yao Yubo

(23/,Y<2O*+),P.;8,;8),52;.4,24,82<0)0,VVVV,D82;20,

4<25,W.23/,C8.6.

A colorful Dong brocade piece 

and a plain Dong Brocade 

D.)O)VVV,D82;20,4<25,Z*2,ZSY2,

*3+,78)3/,WS)5.3

Note: This is the seventh article in the series on the Dong ethnic group by The Center for Hunan 

Cultural Heritage as U.S.-China cultural and educational exchange and research.  The Center for 

Hunan Cultural Heritage is located in Huaihua University, southwest Hunan Province, China.  It is 

a provincial translation institute dedicated to the preservation and development of Hunan’s diverse 

ethnic communities and shared with the global community. This month’s article explains the motifs 

used in Dong brocade. 

Zeng Lixia is a teacher in Foreign Language School of Huaihua University.  Her research interests 

cover comparative education and cross-culture study.  Living in the minority area, she has strong 

'5"-+.%&*'&0*9'#.%/$*-,'&-"$*+%*":!"#."&-"*+,"*;.&%#.+)*-/(+/#"$*.&*+,"*(%-'(*'#"'6

Professor Bu is the dean and professor in Foreign Language School of Huaihua University. Her 

major research interests cover comparative education, biculturalism and bicultural active living 

lifestyle with a special focus on the Hmong youth in western part of Hunan Province and the state 

of Minnesota.  She is also the vice director of the Hunan Cultural Heritage Center.  

(23/,Y<2O*+),D.)O),P.;8,;8),52;.4,24,0D.+)<0,VVVV,

photo from baidu.com

Dong brocade motifs
By Zeng Lixia and Bu Aihua, The Center for Hunan Cultural Heritage at Huaihua University, contributor
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products.  They are meeting the modern 

changes and challenges head on with the 

sale and trade of their crafts.  On one hand, 

preservation and presentation of these 

traditions are extremely important.  On the 

other hand, the Dong community realizes 

the importance of making their products 

accessible and relatable to brocade admirers 

worldwide.  It is a paradoxical relationship 

between preserving tradition yet moving 

forward, both providing cultural stability 

to the Dong people. 

In recent years, great efforts have 

been made by the national and local 

governments in China to protect and 

improve Dong brocade weaving skills.  

Q-;$% +d;*;>% )1#>(% "#>%S+#=% 9*+J">;%

weaving training courses, established the 

Hunan Dong Brocade Museum and the 

Dong Brocade Institute, set up the Dong 

Brocade Arts Development Co. Ltd., and 

encouraged Dong brocade cultural and 

creative enterprises.

In May 2017, Huaihua University 

started its national program to provide 

special training for inheritors of Dong 

brocade to improve and explore Dong 

brocade weaving skills, to meet the 

new changes and challenges of modern 

society supported by the China Ministry 

of Culture and Ministry of Education.  So 

far, Huaihua University has successfully 

organized two training sessions to 

encourage and help more local Dong 

people to improve and explore weaving 

skills.  Both the national inheritor of 

Dong brocade, Su Tianmei, and provincial 

inheritor of Dong brocade, Wu Lianji, 

were invited to give guidance to the 

3*".#;;(%>1*.#=%3-;%3*".#.#=/%I

72:2<4S:,P*::V8*3/.3/0VVVVD82;2,4<25,;*2Y*2AO25

[*::V8*3/.3/0,*3+,DS<0)0VVVVVD82;2,4<25,;*2Y*2AO25,,,

\*Y:),<S33)<0,*3+,O2*0;)<0VVVD82;2,4<25,;*2Y*2AO25,,,

\8),2D)3.3/,O)<)5236,24,;8),3*;.23*:,;<*.3.3/,D<2/<*5,*;,XS*.8S*,]3.@)<0.;6VVVV,D82;2,4<25,WS,^.T*.

Attendees in the training courses 

VVVVD82;20,4<25,^.*3/,_.4*3/

Dong women organized together to exchange and 

)`D:2<),;8),P)*@.3/,0T.::0VV

VVD82;2,4<25,Y*.+SAO25

Brocade motifs
continued from page 8

Work by a famous artist can command 

a very high price - even if it’s a stack of 

dinner menus.

A collection of handwritten menus 

by the prodigious Chinese guohua (tradi-

tionalist) painter Zhang Daqian was sold 

"3%,-*.(3.;<(%.#%[;2%0+*K%+#%Q1;(>"$%)+*%

about $1.2 million.  Zhang was a com-

mitted foodie who would meticulously 

handwrite menus for his private chef.

“Today Christie’s sold in our March New 

0+*K%"1J3.+#%+)%&#;%,-.#;(;%E".#3.#=(%"''%

the menus handwritten by Zhang Daqian; 

the total price was more than eight times 

the combined low estimates,” said Elizabeth 

Hammer, head of sales for Chinese paintings 

at Christie’s.

“These listings of Zhang Daqian’s fa-

vorite dishes were given to Hsu Minchi, 

who worked for Zhang as his private chef in 

Taiwan from 1977 to 1979,” Hammer said.

Zhang (1899-1983), born in Sichuan 

Province, was also an expert chef and 

“known to be a real gourmand,” said Jen-

nie Tang, specialist in Chinese paintings 

at Christie’s.  “He loved food and loved 

painting food and considered cooking a 

)+*!%+)%&#;%"*3/

“He was known to tell his disciples that 

it was impossible for a student who ‘does 

not appreciate cuisine to really understand 

art,’” said Tang.  “He would write down 

exactly what dishes he wanted to eat that 

night and give it to his chef to create.”

Zhang often depicted humble fare 

such as mushrooms, carrots, asparagus, 

cabbage and persimmons.

“Zhang Daqian treated me like family, 

and we would eat together for almost every 

meal I cooked,” Hsu said in an interview 

with Christie’s.  “Because Zhang was such 

a foodie himself, he was not shy about cri-

3.T1.#=%!$%&#"'%E*+>1J3%"#>%2+1'>%!"K;%

recommendations on how to improve each 

dish.  He treated me like one of his elite 

art students and took time to teach me 

calligraphy.”

Hsu worked for Zhang as his private 

chef after the artist had moved to Taiwan 

from Brazil.  Hsu had completed culinary 

training and was introduced to Zhang 

through a friend’s father, who was study-

ing painting with him at the time.

D''% +)% k-"#=<(%2+*K(% +#% +d;*%2;*;%

sold at the auction, including his Bodhi-

("33M"F%2-.J-%J+!!"#>;>%Wi77Fi55/%I

Menus by artist Zhang 
Daqian sell for more 
than $1M
By Zhang Ruinan in New York, China Daily USA, March 21, 2018

A collection of Chinese traditional artist Zhang 

Daqian’s handwritten dinner menus were sold at 

an auction at Christie’s in New York on Tuesday. 

-abc>(R(,\b,7X>dQ,(Q>_Z,
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On March 11, delegates to China’s 

National People’s Congress voted to amend 

the country’s constitution to remove term 

limits on the Presidentl.  A few days later, on 

March 16, the National People’s Congress 

unanimously elected President Xi Jinping 

3+%"%(;J+#>%3;*!%.#%+PJ;m.  Now, Xi is no 
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and second terms in 2023.  If Xi decides to 
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leader since Mao Zedong to serve in the top 

leadership position longer than 10 years. 

This amendment is the latest instance 

of the Chinese president garnering more 

personal authority for himself.  Other 

amendments passed in the National People’s 

Congress enshrined “Xi Jinping Thought” 

in the Constitution; the only other named 

school of thought is named after Mao. 

With these moves, Xi and the Chinese 

Communist Party are moving away from 

the “collective leadership” model that had 

governed China since Deng Xiaoping’s 

reorganization of the government.  Cary 

Huang, a columnist for the South China 

Morning Post noted that 

“In making constitutional changes 

to ensure his indefinite rule, China is 

morphing from one-party rule to one-man 

rule, backtracking to the Mao era.  The 

>;M;'+E!;#3% -"(% .#% ;d;J3% +M;*31*#;>% 3-;%

party’s most important political norms 

and rules regarding governance and power 

succession – rules that were agreed by post-

Mao party leaders led by Deng.”n

Included within these important 

“norms and rules” were defined term 

limits, orderly transfers of power, space 

for internal debate between policymakers 

within the Chinese Communist Party, a 

focus on “meritocracy” and a (post-Mao) 

concern about personal rule. 

Recently, these norms have been 

cited in what has been described as “The 

China Model”o: an alternate model of 

governance that, while still being a single-

party authoritarian state, had enough 

internal checks and balances to prevent it 

from devolving into chaos or personal rule.  

The decision to remove term limits is a 

move away from this model.  Whatever the 

internal balances were, they were not strong 

enough to prevent this kind of change.  Nor 

did it look like there was much disagreement 

within the Party: these changes were 

approved near-unanimously.

Thus, the idea that China presents an 

alternate model of good governance has 

been weakened, even if Xi never turns into 

the authoritarian dictator people fear.

From Hong Kong’s perspective, it is not 

immediately clear whether the amendment 

2.''%-"M;%"#$%>.*;J3%;d;J3%+#% 3-;%J.3$/% % Z3%

likely acts as more evidence of the Chinese 

government’s growing assertiveness and 

(;')?J+#&>;#J;F% .#J'1>.#=% 3+2"*>(%N+#=%

Kong.  The question for Hong Kong is 
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political status: whether it slows or halts 

Hong Kong’s move towards democracy or, 

even worse, whether it portends a rollback 

of the city’s autonomous status.

Most expect that a more assertive China 

will lead to a “harder line” towards the city.  

South China Morning Post’s Senior Writer 

Alex Lo (whose views could perhaps be 

best described as conservative) argued 

around the announcement of the term limits 

decision that “the hard line taken by Beijing 

on Hong Kong will continue, and possibly 

even toughen.  The city’s limited democratic 

system cannot be reformed any time soon.  

But at least we can aim to maintain the 

status quo and not give Beijing reasons to 

interfere.”p 

There are some worrying signs that 

Beijing is looking more closely at Hong 

Kong, such as encouraging Hong Kong’s 

government to disqualify pro-independence 

or “self-determination” politicians and the 

new obligation for the city to pass legislation 

E1#.(-.#=%>;=*">"3.+#%+)%3-;%#"3.+#"'%@"=%

and anthem.  As of now, none of these moves 

have sparked mass protest amongst Hong 

Kong’s population (unlike the proposed 

Article 23 legislation in 2004 or Occupy 

Central in 2014).

Recently, Hong Kong’s only member 

on the National People’s Congress Standing 

Committee suggested that people calling 

for an end to “one-party dictatorship” 

risk being disqualified if they chose to 

run for election.q  While many criticized 

the statement, commentator Alice Wu 

*;">%3-;%(3"3;!;#3%>.d;*;#3'$F%2*.3.#=%3-"3%

“abolishing presidential term limits means 

Beijing’s hardline policies on Hong Kong 
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tougher yet … Beijing has gone from 
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advantage of radical political stunts as 
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Up to now, Hong Kong’s political and 

social system has been strong enough to 

resist any attempts by Beijing or the pro-

China establishment within Hong Kong to 

change the status quo.  Past attempts to make 

changes were often met with mass protests, 

at which point both the establishment and 

Beijing would back down.

Will this pattern continue even as China 

becomes more assertive?  Perhaps: Hong 

Kong’s institutions and civil society are no 

weaker now than they were in the protests of 

2004, 2012 and 2014.  The real test will be 

the next time a Beijing-supported legislative 

change by the Hong Kong government is 

met by mass protest.  Will a more “assertive” 

Y;.f.#=%(3.''%9"JK%>+2#F%>;J.>.#=%3-;%;d+*3%

is not worth the hassle?  Or continue to push 
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Impact of Chinese eliminating presidential term limits
By Nicholas Gordon, contributor

Nicholas Gordon is a researcher 
and writer for a Hong Kong-based 
think tank and has written on Hong 
Kong issues for local and regional 
publications.  The views expressed 
are his own.
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Committee of 100 concerned about unfair prosecution 
of Chunzai Wang

u[eG%0UL\v%w%Z#%"#+3-;*%;h"!E';%

of the harsh treatment of Chinese Ameri-

cans, United States District Judge Cecilia 

Altonaga recently criticized the federal 

government for prosecuting Chunzai Wang. 

Judge Altonaga, who presided over the case 
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is that I have to adjudicate Mr. Wang.” The 

judge, whose court is located in Miami, 

Florida, holds a lifetime appointment from 

g*;(.>;#3%8;+*=;%G/%Y1(-F%J+#&*!;>%9$%3-;%

United States Senate.

Accepting a plea deal in which Wang, 

a naturalized citizen of the United States, 

was sentenced to one night in jail, which 

he served while being held prior to the case 

starting, the judge added, “given the nature 

of Mr. Wang’s contributions to an area 

that is at the forefront of our daily review 

of news, climate change, given the nature 

of the research he conducts and – and the 

information he supplies and how valuable 

it is to all of us, certainly he made certain 

mistakes here, but it’s regrettable that it 

could not have been taken care of, I think, 

by some type of pretrial diversion so that 

he would not be an adjudicated felon.”  She 

added, “And I wish you and your family the 

best of luck,” and reminded him that “you 

are a citizen of this country and should be 

able to come back and enjoy time with your 

family.”  (These statements were made in 

an open hearing on Tuesday, February 20, 

2018.  The transcript, which is a verbatim 

record, is available here.)

 The judge’s sentiments should not be 

surprising.  Wang was charged with supple-

menting his income in violation of law, be-

cause while on annual leave from a federal 

civil service job, he was a Guest Professor 

at a Chinese university and was paid a small 

fee per diem for mentoring students and 

helping them with their research.

In the American system of checks and 

balances, the independent judiciary serves 

to ensure due process, equal protection, 

and fairness.  At a time of prejudice toward 

Chinese Americans, even those who have 

served the interests of the United States, 

+PJ."'(%(1J-%"(%x1>=;%D'3+#"="%"*;%J*1J."'%

to protect our principles.  Like Wen Ho Lee, 

Sherry Chen, and Professor Xiaoxing Xi, 

Wang has been subjected to unfair treatment.  

N;%-"(% -">% 3-;% 9;#;&3% +)% "% f1>=;% 3"K.#=%

unusual measures to explain the situation.  

His predicament also shows the importance 

of being aware of all of the rules governing 

the American workplace, some of which can 

be technical in nature.

The lawyer for Wang, Peter Zeidenberg, 

has stated, “Dr. Wang was unfairly targeted 

and victimized by his own government, a 

fact recognized by the judge in his case.  

He is collateral damage in the United 

States government’s campaign against 

Chinese-American scientists.”

In a letter to the Congressional Asian 

Pacific American Caucus, Zeidenberg 

added that the prosecutors had issued a 

press release with unproven allegations 

presented as if they were established facts.  

He commented, “There can be only one 

reason to issue a false and misleading press 

*;';"(;t%#+3%("3.(&;>%2.3-%!"K.#=%S*/%G"#=%

unemployable in the U.S., the government 

now seeks to vindictively impact his job 

prospects in China.  It should disturb all 

Americans who believe in the rule of law 

that the Department of Justice violated its 

own policies to smear Dr. Wang in order to 

extract an extra-judicial penalty in a case 

that the Court believed should never have 

been brought.” Zeidenberg, who successful-

ly represented Chen and Xi, has defended 

against many unfair prosecutions being 

conducted against Chinese immigrants and 

Chinese Americans.

The Committee of 100 reiterates its sup-

port for protection of our national security 

and commitment to civil rights.  The United 

States is harmed, not helped, by turning 

away and rejecting people who can make 

it more competitive.  These cases are dam-

aging the lives of people who are innocent 

and people who are being punished even 

when others who have done worse are not.

The Committee of 100 (C100) is a non-
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Chinese Americans in business, govern-

ment, academia, and the arts.  Founded 

by world renowned architect I.M. Pei and 

.#3;*#"3.+#"''$% "JJ'".!;>% J;''.(3%0+?0+%

Ma, among others, it is an institution for 

U.S. citizens of Chinese heritage to join 

by invitation based on their extraordinary 

achievements.  For over 25 years, C100 has 

served as a preeminent organization com-

mitted to the twin missions of promoting full 

participation of Chinese Americans in all 

aspects of American life, and encouraging 

constructive relations between the peoples 

of the United States and Greater China. 

www.committee100.org I
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Parallel Universes: law, business, and the arts
By John Loscheider and Chang Wang, contributors 

Loscheider:  Why is the book titled 

“Parallel Universes”?

Wang:  For the past few decades, I 

traveled between different time zones 

and parallel worlds: from East Asia to 

North America, to Western Europe.  I 

believe I inhabit simultaneously in parallel 

universes: law, business, and the arts.  

Born in Mao’s China, trained as an artist in 

Beijing’s cultural renaissance, studied law 

and admitted into law practice in the U.S., 
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alternative reality and have also witnessed 

unprecedented challenges to the universal 

values and common sense. 

Loscheider:  Who is the intended audience 

of this book?

Wang:  The book is dedicated to all 

Chinese Americans, but the book is 

for anybody who is interested in U.S.-

China relations, comparative law, art and 

politics. 

Loscheider:  I think one of the articles 

I found most intriguing was “Truth and 

Lies in Chinese Culture.”  The intent of 

the article seems to be largely explanatory; 

identifying the relationship to truth and 

its roots in Chinese culture.  How do you 

think the Chinese relationship to truth 

currently impacts China in the business 

world?  For example, does it serve as an 

impediment to Western investment or is it 

something that’s increasingly understood 

by Westerners as simply a part of business 

in China? 

Wang:  Lying is not a Chinese patent.  

Everybody lies, in different ways – 

western way or eastern way, ancient 

way or modern way.  Chinese’s 

understanding of truth and lies is 

>.d;*;#3% )*+!%2;(3;*#;*(F%2-.J-%

could become an impediment to 

Western investment if they are 

not aware of it.  However, the 

real impediment comes from the 

distorted version of modern history 

– the nationalist narrative shaped 

Chinese understanding of the 

West, and cultural mistranslation, 

as i l lustrated in the “Doing 

Business with China and the 

Chinese People: A Conversation 

on Cultural Challenges” (China 

Insight, January 2015*).

Loscheider:  How do you rec-

oncile your views on the CPC’s 

revisionist agenda and the seem-

ingly benign explanation of truth 

in Chinese culture?  On the one 

hand, you are critical of the nu-

merous instances in which the 

CPC has silenced truth (i.e. the 

three “T”s: Tiananmen, Taiwan, 

and Tibet) or altered it, whereas on 

3-;%+3-;*%-"#>%$+1%(;;!%3+%+d;*%"%

benign explanation for why truth 

is subordinate in Chinese culture 

to higher ideals. 

Wang:  The CPC is a descendent of 

imperial China, but I would not call it 

benign.  I just keep my expectations 

low.  I do not expect it becoming a 

constitutional democracy, or respecting 

an independent judiciary.  I do not 

expect it would be forthright with truth, 

just like I do not expect a shred of truth 

from the press secretaries. 

Loscheider: % Z# % _Y+**+2.#= % 0+1*%

Enemy’s Arrows,” is it too obvious of 

an explanation that, on its face, the story 

behind the art is simply an extension of the 

Chinese relationship to truth and the value 

of deception in battle as promulgated by 

Sun Tzu and others? 

Wang:  Sort of.  The story is from 

“Romance of the Three Kingdoms”:  It is 

less about truth and lies, but more about 

the wisdom of an underdog’s survival. 

Loscheider:   Beyond deception in 

battle, my second thought about Cai 

Guoqiang’s work was that it expresses 

a sentiment, especially in communist or 

post-communist countries, about economy 

and problem solving.  According to 

some old Soviet anecdotes and stories, 

Americans or Westerners tend to solve 

problems by spending money whereas 

the Soviets relied on common sense and 

thrift to solve problems cheaply.  One 

that comes to mind is the near-mythical 

story of space pens - Americans spent 

immense time and resources developing a 

pen that could write in space whereas the 

Soviets just used a pencil.  Do you think 
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on some level, expresses this sentiment?  

Arrows would have been expensive both 

in terms of production costs and the 

logistics of bringing large numbers into 

battle, and the cunning general used a 
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to reallocate those arrows to his Army. 

Wang:%%0+1%"*;%"9(+'13;'$%*.=-3/%%D(%+#;%

of my Chinese colleagues summarized the 

problem-solving style of the American 

and the Chinese: Americans do things 

right, but Chinese do the right thing.  In 

other words, the American way is more 

procedural, or bureaucratic; the Chinese 

way is informal, but could be innovative. 

Loscheider:  What is your take on 

Chinese military development?  Does 

China’s military (or perhaps some of its 

higher commanders) operate outside of the 

law?  Have you considered how China’s 

relationship to the truth and the law’s 

function as a tool of the CPC might impact 

China’s ability to abide by the laws of war 

or other international norms of warfare?

Wang:   The  CPC owns  the  s ta te 

(government) and the military.  The CPC 

operates outside and above the law.  The 

military belongs to the Party and will 

defend the Party. 

There won’t be a war between the 
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between China and North Korea, or 

between mainland China and Taiwan.  A 
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sounds unfamiliar, but if you live in China 

or in North Korea, you know what I am 

talking about.  North Korea hates China 
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explain this in a Freudian way, but from 

the Chinese perspective, it is dangerous 

to have a nuclear power next door.  China 

tried to get rid of the rocket man and 

install his half-brother Kim Jong Nam.  

When rocket man learned of the Chinese 

plan, he purged the pro-Chinese leaders in 

North Korea, his uncle Jang Song-thaek in 

particular, and murdered his half-brother.  

Regarding Taiwan: the CPC might 

(3"*3%"%_1#.&J"3.+#a%J"!E".=#%3+%.#J'1>;%

Taiwan to the People’s Republic when 
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China feels real threat internally and 
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martial law. 

Loscheider:  Some of your literary 

substance and tone seems immune from the 

CPC’s willingness to suppress opposing 

viewpoints.  How have you been able to 

be so forthright without jeopardizing your 

life or liberty in China? 

Wang:  I think I know where the line 

is, and I do not cross the line.  The CPC 

is very sophisticated and cruel, but 

reasonable.  I think they know I am not one 

of them, but I am not their enemy either. 

Loscheider:  As I read the “Luckiest 

Generation” articles (China Insight, April-

August 2016*), I felt like my generation 

might be even luckier (perhaps even 

blissfully ignorant) because most of the 

reasons cited as examples of ‘luck’ apply 

to us with even stronger justifications 

(such as wars that only impacted a very 

small percentage of Americans, low 

unemployment, a robust economy by most 

metrics, high-speed internet, etc.). 

Wang:  Good for you.  But I think 

your  generat ion faces  t remendous 

uncertainty, economically, politically and 

environmentally.  The liberal democracy 

as we know it is being challenged.  We are 

counting on your generation to save it, as 

well as saving the planet. 

Loscheider:  I was surprised to see Fang 

Lizhi on your list of people to accompany 

you on a deserted island (China Insight, 

July-August 2016*).  I assume that 

choice was based more on your personal 

connection to him and less on his role in 

shaping modern China (or U.S.-China 

relations, or science)? 

Wang:  He was my neighbor, a fun and 

smart man, and a beloved mentor to young 

students.  But I doubt any young people in 

China now ever heard of his name. 

Loscheider:  There have been several 

important developments in China after 

the release of “Parallel Universes.”  What 

are your thoughts on the elimination of 

presidential term-limits in the Chinese 

Constitution?  How significant is this 

development?

Wang:  It is expected and it is not as 

(.=#.&J"#3%"(%.3%.(%*;E+*3;>/%%g*;(.>;#3%s.%

Jinping has three main positions: general 

secretary of the Chinese Communist 

Party; commander-in-chief of Chinese 

military; and president of the People’s 

L;E19'.J%+)%,-.#"/%%Q-;%&*(3%32+%E+(.3.+#(%

are much more important than the third 

position, which was largely symbolic 

until President Jiang Zemin’s time.  The 

&*(3%32+%E+(.3.+#(%-"M;%#+%3;*!%'.!.3(%"#>%
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am a bit surprised by the overreaction by 

the western media.  Basically, I have very 

low expectation of Chinese politics so I 

don’t get disappointed or shocked.  I have 

very high expectation of the American 

system, so I am very concerned about 

the future. 

Loscheider:   I  see  many s t r iking 

similarities in your views on “parallel 

universes” vis-à-vis the CPC’s revisionist 

agenda to the bipartisan political debate 

on “alternative facts” that has dominated 

American politics and media relations 

over the past few years.

Wang:  As I said in the book, “I consider 

myself most fortunate to be able to appreciate 

the beauty of the Chinese language and 

culture.  At the same time, I am able to 

function in the American system of justice 

and fundamental fairness.  I feel obligated to 

serve as a bridge between these two cultures: 

I am a lineal descendant of Chinese arts and 

intellectual tradition, and, at the same time, 

I am a zealous advocate for the democratic 

values, equal protection, and due process 

of the American system.  In fact, only two 

things can bring me close to tears: Chinese 

literature and American law.”

I realized that even the most self-

evident truths have been and are being 

distorted and manipulated, so I chose 

America as home; I see even the most 

unalienable rights can be exploited and 

deprived, so I swore to uphold the U.S. 

Constitution and to defend the rule of law. 

In contemporary China, it would be 
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challenge President Xi’s authority.  While 

I sometimes worry about the domestic and 

global political climate, I still manage to 
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of governance.  Indeed, as former CIA 

Director John Brennan recently tweeted 
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Director Andrew McCabe:  American will 
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*Essays from “Parallel Universes” 
available online at www.chinainsight.
info, select “Past Issues” tab.  

Editor’s note:  John Loscheider is a captain in the United States Army and a graduate of 

the University of Minnesota Law School.  Any views expressed do not represent the views of 

the Department of Defense or its components.  Chang Wang is chief research and academic 
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a regular contributor to China Insight.

Loscheider and Wang engaged in the following conversation regarding Wang’s recent 

publication “Parallel Universes: Essays and Conversations.”  The 420-page book contains 

Wang’s essays, conversations, speeches, and interviews published from 2012 to 2017 in China 

Insight, the exclusive English-language American newspaper on US-China relations; and on 
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longer art essays and law review articles.  The topics of the articles range from constitutional 
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China Center hosts 17th 
annual Bob and Kim 
*+,-./012,34,/5067879
China Bridges Lecture 
By Greg Hugh

Memorial Hall at the McNamara Alumina 

Center at the University of Minnesota was 

the setting for the 17th Annual Bob and 

8*.P#%Y1.'>.#=%]/V/j,-.#"%Y*.>=;(%z;J31*;/%%

Presenting the keynote presentation, “China 

in the New Era: What Lies Ahead? Mega 

Shifts in China and Strategic Implications,” 

was Haiyan Wang, managing partner of the 

China India Institute, a Washington D.C.-

based research and advisory organization 

with a focus on the transformational rise of 

emerging markets, foremost China and India, 

and implications for key stakeholders. 

Prior to the talk, the University of 

Minnesota China Center, host of the talk, held 

a reception for invited guests to meet Wang.

Joan Brzezinski, executive director of 

the China Center and Confucius Institute, 

greeted the gathering and welcomed Tom 

Hanson, Diplomat in Residence, University of 

Minnesota-Duluth, to introduce Wang.

Her lecture covered a lot of material  and 

Wang  delivered.  Her lecture included many 

slides that showed graphically the points she 

continued on page 13

Haiyan Wang visits with invited guests 

prior to lecture

“Unlocking the World’s Largest 
E-market: A Guide To Selling 
on Chinese Social Media” by 
Ashley Galina Dudarenok
Reviewed by Peter Gordon for Asian Review of Books, March 4, 2018

There is an old saw about advertising 

that only half of it works, but one never 

knows which half.  And one suspects that 

despite all the data gathered and statistics 

generated, the online counterpart remains 

more art than science.  Digital marketing 

involves navigating, in the words of 

Donald Rumsfeld, a number of known 

unknowns: things that at least one knows 

one does not know.  For Westerner mar-

keteers, however, China is largely a haze 

of unknown unknowns, things one doesn’t 

even know one doesn’t know.

A new book from Hong Kong-based 

social media marketing expert Ashley 

Galina Dudarenok is a clear, analytical 

guide to digital marketing on Chinese 

social media.  As becomes evident early 

on in the discussion, merely projecting 

Western e-marketing onto the Chinese 

market and platforms is unlikely to work 

particularly well.  Dudarenok explains 

in readable detail why not and what to 

do about it.

One of the strengths of the book is 

that it describes China both in the ways 

it is sui generis but also as it contrasts 

with markets, platforms and procedures 

that reader is likely to be familiar with.  

No book can cover everything, so the in-

troductory sections with Chinese market 

overviews are by necessity a series of 

extended bullet points; these are however 

clear and to the point.

There are of course any number of 

cultural differences between Chinese 

consumers and those in the so-called West.  

G-;3-;*%3-;(;%-"M;%"%(19(3"#3.M;%;d;J3%+#%
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strategy is a subject of considerable de-

bate.  What is however less debatable is 

that the Chinese digital landscape is struc-

31*"''$% >.d;*;#3% 3-"#% 3-;% +#;% E*;M".'.#=%

in the United States, and which has been 

exported to much of the world.  Compa-

nies and channels that are essentially ubiq-

uitous elsewhere are largely absent from 

the Chinese market; the Chinese digital 

environment doesn’t map well onto the 

familiar Facebook-Google-Amazon tri-

umvirate that most businesses are used to.

Thus, while WeChat, for example, 

(1E;*&J."''$% '++K(% '.K;% "% ,-.#;(;% "#"-

logue to the WhatsApp messaging app, 

it has developed into its own ecosystem, 

incorporating a widely used payment sys-

tem (and hence e-commerce) and, more 

recently, an actual app store.  “Inside 

China,” notes Dudarenok, “it’s used to do 

everything from ordering food and hailing 

3"h.(%3+%E"$.#=%)+*%.#3;*#"3.+#"'%@.=-3(/a

Although there has been integration 

and consolidation in the US digital indus-
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Dudarenok calls WeChat, with only slight 

hyperbole, “China’s operating system”: 

the description takes up almost half the 

relatively brief book.

The book also covers Weibo, whose 

“basic function is to display short posts 

like Twitter,” but which, like WeChat 

(and rather unlike Twitter), also de-

veloped and expanded considerably 

beyond this relatively simple function.  

There are, indeed, “Weibo personalities” 

whose views can move markets; Dudare-

nok includes here a discussion of these 

“Key Opinion Leaders.”

One of the problems faced by social 

media marketing professionals is that 

once one has adapted to what is going on, 

the situation changes: whether because a 

company changes an algorithm or because 

a new feature captures the zeitgeist.  China 

.(F%.#%3-.(%2"$F%'.33';%>.d;*;#3/

The title, “Unlocking the World’s 

Largest E-Market,” perhaps promises 

somewhat more than a single publica-

tion can quite accomplish.  But readers 

are likely to come away suspecting that 

whatever keys they may have to the US 

"#>%G;(3;*#%!"*K;3(% E*+9"9'$%2+#<3% &3%

the Chinese lock.  At least the unknown 
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Author:  Ashley Galina Dudarenok
Publisher:  Alarice  International
Publication date:  February 2018
Softcover:  188  pages

Dudarenok is an entrepreneur.  She 
founded the social media marketing 
agency Alarice in 2011 and runs the 
world’s largest vlog about the China 
market, consumers and social media.

She has more than 10 years working 
experience in China and is currently the 
world’s top China marketing blogger.

Peter Gordon .$*+,"*"0.+%#*%2*+,"*4$.'&*>"9."8*%2*H%%I$*'&0*2%/&0"#*%2*J%&1*K%&1L$*
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Literary Prize and was one of the founders and organizers of the original Hong Kong In-

ternational Literary Festival. 

He has also been involved in international trade and investment development, and 

$"+*/!*+,"*>/$$.'&*=#'0"*4$$%-.'+.%&*N'*-,';E"#*%2*-%;;"#-"O*.&*J%&1*K%&1*.&*PQQR6**

He wrote regular editorial columns for Hong Kong’s English-language dailies for sev-

eral years and is co-author of the recently published “The Silver Way: China, Spanish 

America and the Birth of Globalisatiion, 1565-1815.”
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The 2018 Minneapolis  St .  Paul 

International Film Festival (MSPIFF) 

brings bold, exciting and moving works 

by emerging and veteran filmmakers 

to the Twin Cities April 12-28, 2018, 

presenting 250+ new films from more 

than 70 countries. 

MSPIFF, one of the longest-running 

film festivals in the country and the 
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an attendance of 50,000 annually.  This 

year, MSPIFF expands to include select 

screenings at the Minneapolis Institute of 

Art, in addition to screenings at its hub at 

the St. Anthony Main Theatre, the Capri 

Theater, the Uptown Theatre, Metropolitan 

State University’s Film Space in St. Paul 

and the Marcus Wehrenberg 14 Theater 

in Rochester.

This year’s unique slate of award-

winning, critically acclaimed international 

&'!(%.#J'1>;%!"#$%);"31*;%"#>%(-+*3%&'!(%

from or about China. 

Ticket prices are $14 General Public, 

W66%y.'!%V+J.;3$%:;!9;*(F%"#>%W7%0+13-%

under 25 and Students w/ID. 
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Angels Wear White  follows the 

aftermath of an assault of two young 

girls and the sole witness: Xiaomi, a 

motel cleaner who witnesses a district 

commissioner force his way into the 

girls’ room.  Afterward, Xiaomi attempts 

to fight for justice, even as surrounding 

society would rather look the other way.  

Program: Asian Frontiers, Women & 

Film. Directed by Vivian Qu. China. 

2017. Chinese w/English subtitles. 107 

min. Narrative Feature.

Ash   Ten years ago, detective Chen 

Weikun arrives at a theater to document 

a murder scene.  He questions the dead 

man’s family, including his stepson, Xu 

Feng. Unsure of a verdict, Chen lets the 

case go.  The following decade, a surgeon 

named Wang Dong unveils a mysterious, 

and deadly, connection to Xu.  Program: 

Dark Out. Directed by Li Xiaofeng. China. 

2017.  Chinese (Mandarin) w/English 

subtitles. 114 min. Narrative Feature

Ballad From Tibet   Four Tibetan 

youths from a school for the blind hear of 

an opportunity to perform in a “China’s 

Got Talent” reality TV competition.  Run-

#.#=% +d%2.3-% 3-;.*% .#(3*1!;#3(%

and a sack of pears, the young 
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village on the Tibetan plateau, 

knowing it’s their only chance 

to pursue their dreams.  Pro-

gram: Childish Films.  Directed 

by Zhang Wei. China. 2017.  

Chinese (Mandarin), Tibetan w/

English subtitles. 84 min.  Nar-

rative Feature.

A Day  On The  Grand 

Canal  With The Emperor 

Of China   A collaboration 

between director Phillip Hass 

and ar t i s t  David  Hockney, 

Day on the Grand Canal with 

the Emperor of China takes 

audiences on a breathtaking 

t o u r  v i a  a  1 7 t h  c e n t u r y 

Chinese scroll, the seventh in 

a series illustrating Emperor 

Kangxi’s tours of his southern 

empire in  1689.   Program: 

S p e c i a l  P r e s e n t a t i o n s . 

D i r e c t e d  b y  P h i l i p  H a a s . 

USA. 2017.  English. 46 min.  

Documentary Feature.

Dead Pigs   Good fortune and wealth, 

elements associated with the pigs in the 

Chinese zodiac, are potentially thrown 

out the window when an epidemic wipes 

out the swine population.  With pig 

corpses drifting in the nearby river, a 

cast of characters in the surrounding city 

deals with the present.  Program: Asian 

Frontiers, Women & Film Directed 
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(Mandarin) w/English subtitles.  130 

min.  Documentary Feature.

!"#$%&'()*(+,) )  Reality unearths a 
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debut.  Blurring the lines between the 

real and unreal, the film pulls off an 

impressive feat; transforming 10,000 

hours of surveillance footage into 81 

minutes of a new narrative that centers on 

"%2+!"#%J"'';>%{.#=%Q.#=F%+*%_S*"=+#@$/a%%

Program: Frame Forward, Emerging 

Filmmaker Award.  Directed by Xu Bing.  

China. 2017.  Chinese (Mandarin) w/

English subtitles.  81 min. Narrative Feature.

Have A Nice Day%%%D)3;*%-.(%&"#JO<(%

botched plastic surgery, a driver sets out 

to save her, willing to go to the darkest 

of measures for his love.  A heart-racing, 

animated thriller set in Southern China, 

hang on as the driver takes shocking steps 

that turn into the worst night of his life.  

Program: Asian Frontiers.  Directed by Liu 

Jian. China.  2017.  Chinese (Mandarin) 

w/English subtitles.  77 min.  Animated 

Feature.

Maineland   Miao Wang’s sophomore 

feature, Maineland, follows teenagers 

Stel la  Xinyi  Zhu and Harry Junru 

He, both from China, as they enroll 

as students at Freyburg Academy in 

Maine.  The teenagers navigate social 

and academic pressures to forge their 

own paths in this marvelous look at 

education, culture and growing up.  

Program: Asian Front iers ,  Women 

& Film.  Directed by Miao Wang.  

China, USA.  2017.  English, Chinese 

(Mandarin) w/English subtitles. 90 min.  

Documentary Feature.

Mrs. Fang   A portrait  of death 

told through the eyes of Mrs. Fang 

and her surrounding family.  Director 

Wang Bing’s documentary chronicles 

the universally inevitable through an 

unflinching gaze, daring not to look 

away as an elderly woman inches closer 

to death.  Program: Frame Forward.  

Directed by Wang Bing. China.  2017.  

Chinese (Mandarin) w/English subtitles.  

86 min.  Documentary Feature.

7'"2#&),5*

A Gentle Night   Her daughter 

missing, a mother searches a nameless 

Chinese city.  Program: Narrative Short 

D2"*>/% %S.*;J3;>% 9$%{.1%0"#=/% % ,-.#"/%%

2017.  Chinese (Mandarin) w/English 

subtitles.  15 min.  Narrative Short.

Through The Looking Glass   On 

a high-land Tibetan pasture, a screening 

event unfolds quietly.  Monks, herdsmen 

and their families gather by the screen 

to observe life captured through their 

own lenses.  Program: Frame Forward.  

S.*;J3;>%9$%0.%,1./% %,-.#"/% % 456C/% %[+%

dialogue. 1 4 min.  Experimental Short.

Tough   New light is shed on childhood 

cultural misunderstandings when a 

Chinese mother and her British born 

daughter speak as adults for the first 

time.  Program: Frame Forward.  Directed 

by Jennifer Zheng.  China, UK.  2016.  

English, Chinese (Mandarin) w/English 

subtitles.  5 min.  Animated Short.

MSPIFF is presented by the Film 

Society of Minneapolis St.  Paul,  a 

dynamic 501(c)(3) nonprofit dedicated 

to  fos ter ing  a  knowledgeable  and 

vibrant appreciation of the art of film 

and its power to inform and transform 
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events

was presenting.  According to Wang, China 
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debt in the country.  From 1980-2018, there 

had been a major growth in the middle-income 

group from the lower income group.

China’s share of Asia’s GDP from 2006-

2015 had increased, stated Wang, as China 

replaced Japan and illustrated how per capita 

incomes of the U.S., China and India will 

develop from 2016-2025.  China needs to be 

concerned about its “moderately prosperous 

society in all aspects” and how to handle 

a declining labor force, resolve structural 

imbalance, control systemic risks  and non-

conforming loans.  Wang noted that China will 

continue to change between now and 2030, 

2-.J-%2.''%"d;J3%J+!E"#.;(%.#%;M;*$%.#>1(3*$%

worldwide.  She provided an inside-out and 

outside-in look at major shifts – demographic, 

social, economic, political and geopolitical – 

and their strategic implications.

Hanson moderated a lively question-and- 

answer session after Wang’s presentation.  

The discussion included how China might 

respond to tariff actions from the United 

States, how U.S. firms can preserve their 

intellectual property and autonomy when 

doing business in China, and the role of 

alliances and networks in preserving harmony 

in the world order.

Wang was then presented the Griffin 

Plaque by Meredith McQuaid, associate vice 

president and Dean of International Programs 

at the University of Minnesota.

Q-;%8*.P#%z;J31*;%V;*.;(%2"(%J*;"3;>%

from an endowment from Bob and Kim 
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commitment to promoting the mutual respect 

between the two cultures and their passion 

for connecting with the people of China.  

The China Center was established in 1979 

to manage the University of Minnesota’s 

exchanges with the greater China area.  For 

more than three decades, the China Center 

has reflected the firm and long-standing 

commitment of the university to international 

research, teaching and outreach.  The China 

Center appreciates individuals, organizations 

and businesses who provide support to help 

build bridges between China and the U.S.  

.̀(.3%222/J-.#"J;#3;*/1!#/;>1% 3+%&#>%+13%
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community

China 
Center 
hosts 
continued from page 12

37th International Film Festival includes 
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The bon voyage party for the Peanuts 

statues was a bittersweet occasion for 

supporters of the Saint Paul-Changsha 

Friendship garden.  As many of you know, 

the Minnesota China Friendship Garden 

Society (MCFGS) agreed to the exchange 

of sister-city gifts between the City of 

Saint Paul and City of Changsha, Hunan 

Province, China, a sister-city relationship 

that was established in 1988 by then may-

or George Latimer.

The MCFGS, on behalf of the City of 

Saint Paul, is presenting a sister-city gift 

3+%,-"#=(-"% "% (;3% +)%&M;% (3"31;(% +)%g;"-
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Wetlands Park, the “sister park” to Phalen 

Regional Park since 2015.  This gift has 

J1'31*"'%(.=#.&J"#J;%"#>%($!9+'.R;(%V".#3%

Paul.  Charles Schulz, creator of the Pea-

nuts characters, is Saint Paul’s famous son.  

The city has hundreds of Peanuts statues 

throughout as a tribute to Schulz.

Attendees at the bon voyage 

party gathered at the Merrick Com-

munity Center in 

Saint Paul to bid the statues farewell 

during a reception and speeches by 

many organizers and supporters of 

the Friendship Garden.  Guests also 

enjoyed an assortment of snacks 

"#>% 3;"% )*+!%Q;"V+1*J;% 3-"3%0.#%

Simpson put together and could 

view a display of calligraphy by Weiming 

Lu, MCFGS board member.  Also displayed 

were a number of artists renderings of the 

E*+E+(;>%="*>;#%"#>%"''%&M;%+)%3-;%(3"31;(%

for photo opportunities.

Appearing at the podium to provide 

their thoughts on this event were Bee 

Vang-Moua, program emcee; Linda Mealy-

Lohmann, president of MCFGS; Melvin 

continued on page 15

events

Global Minnesota’s Year of 
China upcoming events

Gala

Saturday, June 16; 4:30-8:30 
p.m. at a west metro private 
residence.   

The gala will explore Chinese cul-

ture, highlight U.S.-China relations, and 

connect Minnesotans to the diverse and 

complex country.  Taste Chinese cuisine, 

enjoy entertainment as well as experi-

ence the “Tour the World” live and silent 

auctions.  Guests include Minnesotans 

and business leaders as well as Consul 

General Hong Lei, Chinese Consulate 

General in Chicago.

To purchase tickets or to become an 

event sponsor, visit globalminnesota.org.

Global Conversations: China and 
America – The New Geopolitical 
Equation

Wednesday, April 11; noon in St. Paul and 6 p.m. 
in Minneapolis

Hear national speaker Jonathan Stromseth, Senior Fellow at the Brookings Institution, 

discuss Beijing’s geopolitical objectives and how leadership and political conditions in 

each society underlie growing Sino-American tensions.  Stromesth holds the Lee Kuan 

0;2%,-".*%.#%V+13-;"(3%D(."#%V31>.;(%"#>%"%f+.#3%"EE+.#3!;#3%2.3-%3-;%Y*++K.#=(%x+-#%

L. Thornton China Center.

Free and open to the public. Registration requested.

Culture Through 
Cuisine: China

Monday, April 30; 6 p.m., Tea 
House Restaurant, Minneapolis

Get ready for a delicious evening and 

dine on a custom menu of Meizhou fried 

rice, pan-fried pork buns, kung pao tofu, 

scallion sole, soy sauce duck, Chung King 

spicy chicken, sweetened sesame balls, 
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Wang will talk about Tea House’s history, 
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of China.

$30 for Global Minnesota members; $40 

for nonmembers

Registration includes dinner, non-alcoholic 

beverages, tax, and gratuity.  Advance 

registration required.

community 

Minnesota China 
Friendship Garden Society 
says bon voyage to 
Peanuts statues as they 
head to Changsha
By Greg Hugh          

Festival of Nations offers global experience
Experience Minnesota’s largest mul-

ticultural celebration at the 2018 Festival 

of Nations at Saint Paul River Centre on 

Thursday, May 3 through Sunday, May 

6.  Hours are: Friday, May 4, 4:30 p.m. 

– 10 p.m.; Saturday, May 5, 10 a.m. – 10 

p.m.; Sunday, May 6, 10 a.m. – 6 p.m. 
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in our local communities.  The festival 

brings together local ethnic communities 

to celebrate their ethnic heritage, learn 

about other cultures and enjoy great 

food.  Attendees can enjoy engaging 

cultural exhibits, vibrant music and 

dance, personal connections, and culi-

nary delights.  The Festival of Nations 

provides a look into the traditions, history 

and journey of nearly 100 ethnic groups, and 

sheds light on how each one contributes to 

the American cultural landscape.

The theme for 2018 is “Then and Now: 

Exploring Historical and Contemporary 

Cultural Traditions.”  Working with the Na-
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the details on bringing an authentic Pow 

Wow and Native Exhibition Dancing that 

will feature social and ceremonial dances.  

These presentations will also include a 

workshop for attendees to learn from and 
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Attendees can enjoy the following:

• Two naturalization ceremonies where at-

tendees will have the unique opportunity 

to witness the joy that comes with reciting 

the Oath of Allegiance and becoming an 

American citizen. 

• Award-winning St. Paul-based Japanese 

composer, Asako Hirabayashi, will present 

a version of her new, never-before-staged 
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a traditional Japanese folk tale about a 

snow witch.

• Performances by more than 300 dancers 

and musicians, 40+ special cultural ex-

hibits with interactive demonstrations and 
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Norwegian lefse to Thai noodles.  Proceeds 
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• Of course, there is the International Ba-

zaar eiyh bootths representing almost 50 

countries where you can get a head start 

on Christmas shopping.  Merchandise in-

clude crafts, toys, fabrics, clothing 

and more.

Advance tickets are $11 for 

adults (18+), $8 for students, and 

free for children 5 and under, and 

are available until the festival 

begins at festivalofnations.com/

ticket, or over the phone at 651-

647-0191, ext. 300, or in person 

at the International Institute of 

Minnesota.  Advance tickets will 

also be available at select Lunds 

and Byerlys stores (Burnsville, 

Chanhassen, Eagan, Eden Prai-

rie, Edina (France Ave.), Golden 

Valley, Maple Grove, Ridgedale, 

Roseville, St. Cloud, St. Louis Park, and 

Woodbury) beginning April 1.

During the event, tickets are available at 
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adults (18+) and $8 for students or free for 

children 5 and under.  A World Pass, good 

for admission to all days of the Festival, is 

a great value at $18 for adults and $12 for 

youth.  NOTE: World Passes are only avail-

able in advance at the International Institute 

of Minnesota through May 2. 

The Festival is a program of the Inter-

national Institute of Minnesota – the state’s 

largest and only non-religious based refugee 

resettlement and immigration services agen-

cy.  Celebrate world cultures and support the 

Institute’s crucial work.  

Details available at FestivalofNations.org. I

Volunteers 
needed for 
Festival of 
Nations

CAAM, Chinese America Asso-

ciation of Minnesota, will sponsor 

a food booth and a cultural booth at 

the Festival of Nations (www.festi-

valofnations.com) May 3-6, 2018, at 

the Xcel Center in downtown Saint 

Paul.  Volunteers for various shifts 

are needed.  

Questions?  Contact connie-

meiledford@gmail.com or call 612-

804-8208.
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Carter, mayor of St. Paul; Jun Liu, deputy 

Consul General from the Chinese Consulate 

in Chicago; Mary Warphea, MCFGS board 

member; Bill Zajicek, MCFGS secretary; 

Chen Zhou, president of MCFGS Chinese 

Advisory Group; Kao Lee Thao, artist and 
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A common thread in most of the com-

ments noted that it took more than a village 
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the cooperation of the Saint Paul Parks 

and Recreation Department.  Each of the 

speakers acknowledged their joy in seeing 

the garden take root and that such a diverse 

group of people are making it happen, which 

almost had Mealy-Lohmann break out in 

tears that this will soon become a reality.  

Mayor Carter shared that he is a fourth-gen-

eration Saint Paulite and is proud of the di-

versity within the city and looks forward to 

a trip to China.  Zhou expressed his gratitude 

to all donors and men-

tioned that even children 

donated their savings for 

this project.  He also ac-

knowledged Joyce Hsiao, 

a founding board member 

of MCFGS, for being the 

lead donor and having the 

foresight and patience to 

support the garden.  Ming 

Tchou (founder of Chinese Heritage Foun-

dation) was also acknowledged for being 
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the project.  The only glitch so far in get-

ting these statues to China is the fact that a 

20 percent tax may be assessed by China.   
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get this reduced or even waived.

Romi Slowiak, MCFGS board mem-

ber and chair of the evening’s event, 
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ers, which she generously 

shared with other board 

members.  Guests were 

invited to participate in a 

commemorative toast with 

drinks that were delivered 

by Hmong and Chinese 

ladies dressed in their tra-

ditional attire.

The City of Changsha 

will, as their gift, present to 

Saint Paul a gift of the Xiang 

Jiang Pavilion, a replica of 

Changsha’s famous Aiwan 

Pavilion, one of four fa-

mous pavilions in China, 

to be installed at the garden 

at Phalen Regional Park 

(SPCCFG).

The replica pavilion will 

lay the groundwork for the 

SPCCFG.  Other elements 

include a West Entrance 

Arch, an East Entrance 

Moongate Donor Wall, a 

Hmong Culture Wall Sculpture, which will 

represent the historical connection between 

the Hmong in Minnesota and the Hmong 

in the Changsha area, the ancestral home 

of the Hmong community, and a site for 

a future cultural gift from the Hmong in 

Changsha.  Subsequent phases will include 

a Hmong Cultural Plaza and a Lakeside 

Pavilion with covered walkway and an 

arched bridge.  Phalen Park is now home 

to the “Meditation” sculpture, created by 

internationally famous Changsha Master 
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the Martin Luther King Jr. Stone of Hope 

Memorial in Washington, D.C.

The China Friendship Garden is a mul-

timillion dollar project of which Phase 1 is 

now complete.  Soon the Peanuts statues 

will be on their way to China, so if you ever 

want to see them in person, you will need to 
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Changsha, China.  For current information 

on the China Friendship Garden project, 

visit www.mnchinagarden.org. I

community

Minnesota China Friendship Garden Society
continued from page 14          

Members of the Minnesota Hmong and 

Chinese communities along with many 

city and state government representatives 

recently attended a special unveiling cer-

emony for Nkauj Hmong Lucy as guests 

of the Hmong Cultural Plaza Advisory As 

you entered the Midpointe Event Center 

in Saint Paul, you could sense that you 

were attending a milestone event.  As 

you walked into the lobby, there is the 

commemorative banner-photo backdrop 

signifying that the Chinese American As-

sociation (CAAM) was observing its 50th 

anniversary.  Actually, CAAM decided to 

make it a triple-header by celebrating the 

CAAM Chinese Language School’s 40th 

and the CAAM Chinese Dance Theater’s 

25th anniversaries.

CAAM is the oldest and largest Chi-

nese American community organization in 

Minnesota.  Tracing its history to the Chi-

nese American Club gatherings at Nankin 
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for over 80 years, which closed in 1999) 

dating back to the 1930s.  CAAM was 

founded by Nankin Cafe’s owner Walter 

James in 1951.   It incorporated with his 

help in 1967 and this was the starting point 

of CAAM.
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organization.  Its mission is to provide cul-

tural, educational, recreational, and other 

programs to promote the cultural heritage 

and enhance the quality of life of Chinese 

Americans in Minnesota.  This mission 

is being carried out through CAAM’s 

community service programs and by its 

CAAM- Chinese Language School and 

its CAAM-Chinese Dance Theater.

On display throughout the event 

center were posters created by Charles 

Lee, former CAAM president (1982), 

that illustrated the chronological de-

velopment of CAAM and highlighted 

many milestone events that CAAM 

was involved in throughout the years.  

Some of the posters highlighted the 

CAAM’s Chinese Arch that was part 

of the 1970 Minneapolis Aquatenni-

al; Festival of Nations participation, 
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charity meals (started in 1997 to serve 

the poor and homeless at Dorothy Day 

Center); Dragon Festival as well as 

many social service events, scholar-

ships, concerts and other cultural and 

historic events.

Since this celebration was sched-

uled as a luncheon, guests were free to 

view the posters during the social hour 

prior to the program and lunch that 

was catered by Peking Garden.  Lau-

ren Moy entertained the guests during 

the social hour with the guzheng, 

followed by the lion dance performed 

by the Ha Family Entertainment and 

Lion Dance Troupe.
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welcomed the gathering with opening 
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CAAM-CDT president and Hun Zan 

Tao, CAAM-CLS president.

Consul General Hong Lei from the 

Chinese Consulate General in Chicago 

was then introduced as one of the

continued on page 16

Chinese American Association of Minnesota (CAAM) 
celebrates 50th anniversary 
By Greg Hugh
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Chinese American Association of Minnesota (CAAM) 
continued from page 15

keynote speaker.  Lei talked about China’s 

One Belt One Road initiative.  Next to  

speak was Minnesota Senator Foung Hawj 

who spoke about “How to build a better 
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CAAM president (1999-2000), followed 

with her comments about CAAM’s remark-

able journey, which pretty much mirrored 

the posters that were on display throughout 

the hall.  The last item on the program 

was awarding the CAAM-Stanley Chong 

Scholarships to three students, Nur Azalea 

Hassanudin, Isabeau Hill and Lauren Moy

Dancers from CAAM Chinese Dance 

Theater entertained during lunch with 

performances of “Blossoms in the Rain,” 

“The Peacock Dance” and “The Fern Leaf 

Bamboo in the Moonlight.” 

For more information on CAAM, visit 

www.caam.org. Please consider volunteering 
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Former CAAM presidents  

Di Chen(1965-1967), Stanley Chong 

(1967-1968), David Fong (1969-70), Ben 

Liu (1971-1972), Jack Huie (1973-74), Ken 

Lau (1975), John Huang (1976), Lincoln 

Ong (1977), Peaki Tan (1978), Jacqueline 
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Lee (1982), Sam Hwang (1983), Daniel 

Chang (1984), Orapat Tan (1985), John Lee 

(1986), Chung-Lin Hsu (1987), Kirk Hwang 
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Ching Lo (1990), Dick Wen (1991), Stone 
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Treft (1994-1995), Julie Lee (1996), Albert 
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(1999-2000), Rick Luk (2001), Li-Chun 

Chen (2002), Vincent Mar (2003-2004), 

Mingjen Chen (2005 – 2006), Vincent Mar 

(2007 – 2008), Mingjen Chen (2009 –2016) 
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